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Abstract: 

This document deals with the implementation of a sequential model for the vertical total elec-

tron content (VTEC) consisting of a global model part based on so-called uniform B-spline (UBS) 

functions and a regional model part for the area of investigation using so-called non-uniform 

adaptive B-spline (NABS) functions. Whereas the global part is estimated from near real-time 

GNSS observations, the regional densification part is determined from real-time high-resolution 

GPS data. The model result, i.e. the estimated VTEC can be projected into the direction of the 

ray path between the transmitting satellite and the receiver station by using the Barcelona Ion-

ospheric Mapping (BIM) function in order to correct GNSS measurements, e.g., for precision 

agriculture.   
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Executive Summary 

This document addresses the development of high-precision and high-resolution algorithms to provide 
enhanced models of the vertical total electron content (VTEC) within the Earth’s ionosphere. This in-
cludes mainly two major points, namely (1) the improvement of existing mapping functions to convert 
the slant total electron content (STEC) measurable by GNSS into VTEC, and (2) the development of 
VTEC maps consisting of a global low-resolution model part and a regional high-resolution model part 
related to the area of investigation. The spectral content of the final VTEC product depends on the 
distribution of the input data, i.e. the GNSS observations.  

To be more specific, the so-called Barcelona Ionospheric Mapping (BIM) function was derived at UPC 
from the TOMION model to fulfil the first issue mentioned above. For solving the second issue an en-
hanced VTEC model was developed by DGFI-TUM which is based on series expansions in terms of B-
spline functions for both the global and the regional model parts. The corresponding series coefficients 
are estimated from globally distributed near real-time GNSS observations and from real-time GNSS 
observations available within the densification area, i.e. the area of investigation. The developed ap-
proach allows for the sequential processing of the observations. This document also contains intensive 
studies on the validation of the developed ionosphere model and dissemination strategies. 

The document is divided in several sections. After introducing the problem in Section 1 the pre-pro-
cessing of GNSS data is described in detail in Section 2. The Section 3 explains the data-adaptive VTEC 
representations already used at DGFI-TUM and further developed in WP 4 of the AUDITOR project for 
applications in precision agriculture. In Section 4 we describe in detail the different steps of the entire 
concept to provide high-resolution real-time VTEC maps. In Section 5 the VTEC representation in terms 
of so-called non-uniform adaptive B-splines (NABS) are compared with the corresponding expansions 
in terms of the uniform B-spline (UBS) functions. The Section 6 deals with the validation and verifica-
tion of the ionospheric model results. The next Section 7 introduces the Barcelona Ionospheric Map-
ping (BIM) function. The deliverable ends with the conclusions in Section 8 and an extensive publica-
tion list in Section 9.       
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1. Introduction 

As shown in Fig. 1.1, the Earth’s atmosphere can be structured into various layers depending on dif-
ferent physical parameters. Following the temperature profile, for instance, the atmosphere can be 
split into troposphere, stratosphere, mesosphere, thermosphere, and exosphere. Following the degree 
of ionization, the atmosphere is composed of the neutral atmosphere up to approximately 50 km alti-
tude, the ionosphere between 50 km and 1000 km, and the plasmasphere. 

 

Figure 1.1: Layers of the atmosphere depending on the temperature (left) and on the degree of 
ionization (mid); vertical variation of the electron density within the ionosphere and the plasmasphere; 
orbit heights of selected satellites and satellite missions (right) (Limberger, 2015) 

The knowledge of the structure and the dynamics of the ionospheric plasma has great importance for 
various applications, such as telecommunication through radio signals, point positioning or precision 
farming based on the Global Navigation Satellite Systems (GNSSs), e.g. GPS or GLONASS. Today, the 
advances in space-geodetic techniques, such as terrestrial GNSS, space borne radio occultation tech-
niques as well as satellite altimetry, facilitates the monitoring of the structure of the ionosphere with 
an improved spatial and temporal resolution. Particularly, GNSS offers an attractive alternative to tra-
ditional methods, such as ionosondes, for monitoring the ionosphere. Consequently, in modern geod-
esy, the ionosphere is not only seen as a disturbing quantity which needs to be corrected, but also as 
a target quantity since almost all geodetic measurement techniques provide valuable information 
about the current state of the ionosphere.  

The International GNSS Service (IGS) delivers large volumes of GNSS data with different latencies (e.g., 
real time, hourly) acquired from continuously operating terrestrial GNSS receivers distributed world-
wide. The four IGS Ionosphere Associate Analysis Centers (IAACs), namely the Jet Propulsion Labora-
tory (JPL), the Center for Orbit Determination in Europe (CODE), the European Space Operations Center 
of the European Space Agency (ESOC) and the Universitat Politècnica de Catalunya (UPC), monitor the 
ionosphere and evaluate relevant parameters using dual frequency GNSS receivers.  

GNSS observations 

Two of the main error sources in precise positioning with GNSS are the ionospheric delay and the 
bending of the ray path of the electromagnetic signal. As GNSS signals propagate through the iono-
sphere they are affected by the free electrons excited from photo ionization through solar radiation. 
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As will be presented in Section 2.1 the basic near real-time (NRT) observable of GNSS for ionosphere 

modelling is the so-called phase-levelled geometry-free observation �̃�𝑟,𝑁𝑅𝑇
𝑠   defined as 

�̃�𝑟,𝑁𝑅𝑇
𝑠 = 𝛼 ∙ 𝑆𝑇𝐸𝐶 + 𝑏𝑟 + 𝑏

𝑠 + 𝑒𝐿𝑁𝑅𝑇                                                (1.1) 

where the quantities 𝑏𝑟 and 𝑏𝑠 are the differential code biases (DCBs) of the receiver 𝑅 and the satel-
lite 𝑆, 𝛼 is a frequency-dependent constant factor and 𝑒𝐿𝑁𝑅𝑇  accounts for the measurement error. The 

Slant Total Electron Content 𝑆𝑇𝐸𝐶 in Eq. (1.1) is according to  

𝑆𝑇𝐸𝐶 =  ∫𝑁𝑒  𝑑𝑙

𝑟

𝑠

                                                                           (1.2) 

defined as the integration of the electron density 𝑁𝑒  along the ray path between the transmitting sat-
ellite and the receiver. Inserting Eq. (1.2) into Eq. (1.1) yields the basic equation between high-precision 
GNSS phase observations and the electron density as the space- and time-dependent key quantity for 
ionosphere modelling. Due to physics-based thermosphere-ionosphere coupling processes the elec-
tron density plays also an important role in thermosphere modelling, e.g. relevant in satellite orbit 
determination, in particular for Low-Earth-Orbiting (LEO) satellites (Panzetta et al., in review) or space 
debris.   

There are many approaches available for modelling the electron density 𝑁𝑒. Generally, these ap-
proaches can be categorized into the voxel-based approach and the function-based approach for ion-
osphere tomography (Liu et al., 2006). The voxel-based approach (see Fig. 1.2, mid part) assumes that 
the ionosphere can be subdivided into cells with constant electron density (see e.g., Hernández-Pajares 
et al., 1999; Juan et al., 1997; Kuklinski, 1997). The function-based one employs a set of basis functions 
modelling the vertical and horizontal variations of the ionosphere, respectively. For examples, Liu and 
Gao (2004) modelled the electron density correction term that is defined to be relative to an a priori 
electron density reference, horizontally by a series of spherical harmonic functions (see Fig. 1.2, left 
part) and vertically by Empirical Orthogonal Functions (EOF). Schmidt et al. (2008) represented the 
electron density correction term by a 2-D B-spline (longitude and latitude, see Fig. 1.2, right part)/1-D 
height-dependent EOF tensor product approach; see also Liu and Gao (2004) for the EOF analysis 
method. An approach of 3-D B-spline expansions with respect to longitude, latitude and height was 
also applied to model the electron density correction term (e.g., Schmidt, 2007; Zeilhofer et al., 2009). 
In addition, the height-dependency of the electron density is modelled by so-called ionosphere “pro-
filers” (in the sense that they use “anchor points”, i.e., layer peaks and provide the vertical EDP be-
tween the anchor points, see Leitinger et al., 2001;  Liang, 2017), such as the Chapman or the Epstein 
function.  

 

Figure 1.2: Three often used parametrization methods in ionosphere modelling:  spherical harmonics 
(left), grid-based voxel band above Earth (mid) and B-spline function representation (right). In the left 
and in the right case the horizontal model must be complemented by a vertical profiler for electron 
density modelling (Limberger, 2015) 

Generally, compared with the function-based approach, the voxel-based one is more flexible, as the 
spatial and temporal resolutions are not fixed within the region under investigation (Feltens et al., 
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2011). However, the function-based approach allows the computation of the electron density every-
where within the region under investigation, whereas the voxel-based approach requires additionally 
interpolation (Liu et al., 2006). Besides a detailed overview about different representations Limberger 
(2015) emphasizes also their pros and cons. It is worth to be mentioned that the electron density de-
pends not only on location but also on the solar cycle, the season and other parameters.  

Mapping function 

In case that the ray path is pointing into the vertical, STEC is denoted as the Vertical Total Electron 
Content (VTEC) defined as the integration of the electron density 𝑁𝑒  along the vertical from the lower 
height ℎ𝑏 and the highest altitude  ℎ𝑡, i.e.    

𝑉𝑇𝐸𝐶 =  ∫ 𝑁𝑒  𝑑ℎ

ℎ𝑡

ℎ𝑏

 .                                                                         (1.3) 

Mathematically, Eq. (1.3) transforms the 3-D electron density 𝑁𝑒(𝜑, 𝜆, ℎ) depending on latitude 𝜑, 
longitude 𝜆 and height ℎ into the 2-D function 𝑉𝑇𝐸𝐶(𝜑, 𝜆) defined on a sphere. Considering addition-
ally the time dependency, Eq. (1.3) can be interpreted as the transformation of the 4-D function 
𝑁𝑒(𝜑, 𝜆, ℎ, 𝑡) into the 3-D VTEC value 𝑉𝑇𝐸𝐶(𝜑, 𝜆, 𝑡). Besides the electron density, VTEC is the second 
key quantity of ionosphere modelling. Since the evaluation of the Eqs. (1.2) and (1.3) needs the appli-
cation of numerical integration procedures, and GNSS measurements of higher elevation angles are 
not very sensitive with respect to height-dependent quantities, the integration along the ray path can 
be avoided by applying a simple mapping procedure as demonstrated in Fig. 1.3 and discussed in the 
following. 

 

To be more specific, the SLM assumes that all free electrons of the ionosphere are concentrated in an 
infinitesimal thin shell above the Earth surface (Schaer, 1999) at an altitude 𝐻, i.e. the effective iono-
spheric height (EIH). Related to the SLM, a mapping function  

𝑚(𝑧) =  
𝑆𝑇𝐸𝐶

𝑉𝑇𝐸𝐶
                                                                               (1.4) 

is introduced as the ratio of STEC and VTEC. For instance, the Modified Single Layer Mapping Function 
(MSLM) developed years ago at CODE (Hugentobler et al., 2008; Dach et al., 2012) is widely accepted 
and for instance implemented in the Bernese software package 7 (Dach et al., 2007). It is defined as 

𝑚(𝑧) =  
1

cos 𝑧′
= (1 − (

𝑅𝑒
𝑅𝑒 +𝐻

  sin(𝛼𝑚𝑧))
2

)

−
1
2

                                        (1.5) 

with the numerical values 𝛼𝑚 = 0.9782 and  𝐻 = 506.7 km are used. The mean Earth radius 𝑅𝑒 is set 
to 𝑅𝑒 = 6371 km.  

Figure 1.3: The Single Layer Model (SLM) 
allow for the projection of STEC into VTEC 
by means of a mapping function depending 
on the elevation angle 𝑧.  The projected 
VTEC value is spatially defined in the so-
called ionospheric pierce point (IPP) which 
means the intersection of the ray path with 
the sphere of the SLM. The quantity 𝐻 is 
called the effective ionospheric height 
(EIH). 
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The mapping (1.5) can be seen as a simple geometrical projection with an isotropic transformation 
function 𝑚(𝑧) just depending on the zenith angle 𝑧 without any information about the horizontal 
structure of the ionosphere (Smith et al., 2008). Consequently, it can cause a serious degradation of 
the accuracy of the calculated VTEC values. This is the reason for various investigations on the EIH, 
which show that it varies with respect to the geographical location, the solar cycle, the time of the day, 
the elevation angle of the slant ray path, and the season (Brunini et al., 2011; Rama Rao et al., 2006; 
Birch et al., 2002; Komjathy and Langley, 1996) and the solar activity; for more details see also the 
Subsection 2.4 and the Section 7 of this report.    

Global and regional VTEC modelling 

In the context of Fig. 1.3 we introduced the IPP, which defines the spatial position 𝑃𝐼𝑃𝑃(𝜑, 𝜆) of the 
quantity 𝑉𝑇𝐸𝐶(𝜑, 𝜆, 𝑡) related to a specific transmitter-receiver constellation. As already mentioned 
the IGS provides Global Ionosphere Maps (GIMs) with a latency of a few hours or even days or weeks. 
Each GIM is a combination of the individual solutions of the different IAACs and, thus, is only depending 
on the data of the global IGS network − with the exception of some additional receiver station, e.g. 
from the UNAVCO network. The GIMs represent the low-frequency part of VTEC − a spherical harmonic 
expansion up to degree and order 15 − and are therefore not convenient for regional applications such 
as precision agriculture. The reason for restricting the global model to the low-frequency part is the 
rather inhomogeneous distributed data over the globe including large data gaps, in particular, over the 
oceans, but also continental areas such as the Sahara Desert. To increase the spectral information of 
the model the resolution should be increased by adapting it to the data distribution.  

For this purpose a densification procedure was developed within the AUDITOR project at DGFI-TUM 
which is based on B-spline expansions and allows for the combination of a low-resolution global and a 
high-resolution regional model part. Such a combined model consists of a global representation 
𝑉𝑇𝐸𝐶glob(𝜑, 𝜆) for the low-frequency part and one or more regional densification parts 

Δ𝑉𝑇𝐸𝐶reg(𝜑, 𝜆) for the high-frequency variations according to 

𝑉𝑇𝐸𝐶reg(𝜑,𝜆) = 𝑉𝑇𝐸𝐶glob(𝜑, 𝜆) + Δ𝑉𝑇𝐸𝐶reg(𝜑, 𝜆) .                                     (1.6)  

It will be demonstrated in the following sections that the developed approach is solely based on B-
spline expansions. The estimation of the target function 𝑉𝑇𝐸𝐶reg(𝜑, 𝜆) for the area under investiga-

tion, e.g. a densification area for precision agriculture and its error or standard deviation map in RT are 
the output quantities of the AUDITOR project part DGFI-TUM was working on. 

Dissemination 

Additionally, the project partner from UPC in Barcelona developed the so-called “Barcelona Iono-
sphere Mapping” (BIM) function which can be used to convert the estimated  𝑉𝑇𝐸𝐶reg(𝜑, 𝜆)  values 

from Eq. (1.6) into the slant direction to get estimated STEC values valid for the area under investiga-
tion. This way, the estimated STEC value corrects the GNSS measurement which can be used, e.g., for 
precision farming. This procedure will be presented in detail in Section 7.  

It was already stated in the deliverable D4.1 that there are basically two options for setting up a mes-
sage based on B-spline modelling, namely providing  

(1) VTEC B-spline series coefficients (see the Eqs. (3.15), (3.16) and (3.19) for modelling the two 
parts on the right-hand side of Eq. (1.6)) or  

(2) VTEC grid values according to the left-hand side of Eq. (1.6).  

In case of option (1) an encoder procedure for the coefficients is necessary, because the user has to 
evaluate the B-spline models just as in the SH case, only substituting the B-splines for the SHs. In the 
case of option (2) the regional VTEC grid values will be disseminated directly to the user. However, an 
additional interpolation procedure is necessary to compute a VTEC value at any arbitrary spatial loca-
tion at any specific time.    
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2. Pre-processing of GNSS observations 

Introduction 

To extract ionospheric information from dual-frequency GNSS measurements, the geometry-free lin-
ear combination can be used (Ciraolo et al., 2007). Since we use both real-time and near real-time data 
we discuss both types of data processing and start in the following Subsection 2.1 with the latter one. 

2.1 NRT GNSS data 

From the GNSS dual-frequency code pseudo-range measurements 𝑃𝑟,𝑓1
𝑠  and 𝑃𝑟,𝑓2

𝑠  as well as the phase 

measurements 𝛷𝑟,𝑓1
𝑠  and 𝛷𝑟,𝑓2

𝑠  on the two carrier frequencies 𝑓1 and 𝑓2 between a satellite 𝑆 and a 

receiver 𝑅 the so-called geometry-free observations 𝑃𝑟,𝐼
𝑠  and 𝐿𝑟,𝐼

𝑠  for code and phase, respectively, are 
defined as 

  𝑃𝑟,𝐼
𝑠 = 𝑃𝑟,𝑓2

𝑠  −  𝑃𝑟,𝑓1
𝑠 =  𝛼 ∙  𝑆𝑇𝐸𝐶 + 𝑏𝑟 + 𝑏

𝑠 − 𝑒𝑝,                                           (2.1) 

 𝐿𝑟,𝐼
𝑠 = 𝛷𝑟,𝑓1

𝑠 − 𝛷𝑟,𝑓2
𝑠 =  𝛼 ∙  𝑆𝑇𝐸𝐶 + 𝐵𝑟 + 𝐵

𝑠 + 𝐶arc,𝑟
𝑠 − 𝑒𝐿 .                           (2.2) 

In the Eqs. (2.1) and (2.2) the quantities 𝑏𝑟 and 𝑏𝑠 are the differential code biases (DCBs) of the receiver 
and the satellite, the abbreviations 𝐵𝑟 and 𝐵𝑠 stand for the receiver and the satellite inter-frequency 
biases (IFBs) and 𝛼 is a frequency-dependent constant factor. Furthermore, 𝐶arc,𝑟

𝑠  is the ambiguity bias 
of the carrier-phase, the quantities 𝑒𝑝 and 𝑒𝐿 account for the measurement errors. 

The pseudo-range measurements are rather noisy but unambiguous, while the carrier-phase data are 
significantly more precise but biased. To exploit the precision of the phase measurements, an offset, 
the so called Carrier Phase Bias, 𝐶𝑃𝐵𝑟

𝑠, including the parts IFB, DCB and 𝐶arc,𝑟
𝑠 , is computed by averag-

ing the differences between 𝐿𝑟,𝐼
𝑠  and 𝑃𝑟,𝐼

𝑠  for every continuous arc that shares a common phase bias 

(Ciraolo et al., 2007, Mannucci et al., 1998} according to 

𝐶𝑃𝐵𝑟
𝑠 ≈

1

𝑁
 ∑(𝐿𝑟,𝐼

𝑠 − 𝑃𝑟,𝐼
𝑠 )𝑗 ,                                                                (2.3)

𝑁

𝑗=1

 

where 𝑁 is the number of observations 𝑗 = 1,⋯ ,𝑁 measured along the arc. An elevation-dependent 
threshold is established to select the more precise observations with higher elevation angle for the 

computation of 𝐶𝑃𝐵𝑟
𝑠. Then, a levelled geometry-free NRT phase observation �̃�𝑟,𝑁𝑅𝑇

𝑠   for a continuous 

arc is defined as 

�̃�𝑟,𝑁𝑅𝑇
𝑠 :=  𝐿𝑟,𝐼

𝑠 − 𝐶𝑃𝐵𝑟
𝑠 = 𝛼 ∙ 𝑆𝑇𝐸𝐶 + 𝑏𝑟 + 𝑏

𝑠 − 𝑒𝐿𝑁𝑅𝑇 .                             (2.4) 

The levelling technique is applied to hourly data sets of GPS and GLONASS observations obtained from 
the IGS data servers.  

 

Figure 2.1: Phase levelling along a continıous arc 
defined between a receiver and stellite pair in case of 
NRT data. The quantity 𝐶 = 𝐶𝑃𝐵𝑟

𝑠 as defined in Eq. 
(2.3) means the bias between the noisy code 
observations 𝑃𝑟,𝐼

𝑠 = 𝑃4 from Eq. (2.1) and the more 

precise but biased phase observations 𝐿𝑟,𝐼
𝑠 = 𝐿4 

defined in Eq. (2.2). 
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2.2 RT GNSS data 

In the proposed RT modelling approach for the densification areas, we only utilize the GNSS phase 
measurements (2.2). In contrast to the levelled geometry-free NRT phase observations (2.4) where the 
relevant phase ambiguity biases are eliminated within the data pre-processing step, in the RT approach 
the phase related biases in Eq. (2.2) are directly estimated in the frame of Kalman filtering. After com-
prising the biases to one parameter, i.e. the Carrier Phase Observation Bias, 𝐶𝑃𝑂𝐵𝑟

𝑠 ∶= 𝐵𝑟 + 𝐵
𝑠 +

 𝐶arc,𝑟
𝑠 , the geometry-free phase observation equation used by the RT approach reads  

�̃�𝑟,𝑅𝑇
𝑠 ∶=  𝛼 ∙ 𝑆𝑇𝐸𝐶 + 𝐶𝑃𝑂𝐵𝑟

𝑠 − 𝑒𝐿𝑅𝑇   .                                                   (2.5) 

In our final approach the observation equations (2.4) and (2.5) are used both.  

2.3 Other space-geodetic observation techniques 

Additional techniques such as satellite altimetry, cf. the Jason-2/-3 missions, the Doppler Orbitography 
and Radiopositioning Integrated by Satellite (DORIS) system and Ionospheric Radio Occultations (IRO) 
from the Formosat-3/COSMIC mission have been analysed for suitability, i.e. for integration into the 
modelling procedure. As can be seen from Fig. 2.2 the additional observations reduce partly the inho-
mogeneity of the data distribution. However, due to very high latencies which can reach up to days 
these three observation techniques have not been used within the modelling process in AUDITOR since 
we intend NRT and RT processing.   

 

Figure 2.2: Locations of ionospheric observables from GPS, GLONASS, satellite altimetry, DORIS and 
IRO at February 11, 2016 at noon. 

2.4 Mapping Function  

As described before the height of the SLM, cf. Fig. 1.3, is typically set to a fixed value – mostly between 
350 and 450 km. In our approach we chose instead the value 506.7 km as recommended by Dach et 
al. (2007) and already mentioned in the context of Eq. (1.5). As explained in the context of the Eq. (1.4) 
this value provides a more realistic approximation of the 2-D VTEC representation (1.3) by applying the 
single layer simplification. However, it has to be stated that a realistic mapping function depends on 
the actual electron distribution which varies with local time, latitude, solar activity and many other 
parameters.  

It has been demonstrated in several previous studies that a fixed single layer height may introduce 
significant modelling errors (Komjathy and Langley, 1996; Birch et al., 2002). The research group gAGE 
of UPC also showed in one of the group’s previous studies that the effective height for the mapping 
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function can vary significantly in time and location (Hernández-Pajares et al., 2005). Figure 2.3 demon-
strates a typical snapshot of the EIH distribution as provided by the aforementioned study. 

In the light of the discussion in the previous paragraph, besides the traditional single layer approach 
with a fixed height, a varying effective height is included in the study in order to get more realistic 
mapping function values. Related effective height data are produced from the tomographic iono-
spheric model (TOMION) with global ground-based GPS data, which is routinely used by gAGE to pro-
vide VTEC maps to IGS and real-time applications; see e.g. Fig. 1.2, mid panel, for the layout of the two-
layer tomography model. 

 

Figure 2.3: Global distribution of efficient ionosphere height values (Hernández-Pajares et al., 2005) 

In the AUDITOR project a procedure was developed which uses two different mapping procedures. To 

be more specific, the following strategy was applied:  

1. In the observation equations (2.4) and (2.5) we replace the quantity 𝑆𝑇𝐸𝐶 by the equation  

𝑆𝑇𝐸𝐶 = 𝑚(𝑧) ∙ 𝑉𝑇𝐸𝐶                                                                     (2.6) 

and use the mapping function (1.5) with the constant value 𝐻 = 506.7 km for the EIH.  

2. For the dissemination of our estimated VTEC model to the user in precision agriculture the Barce-
lona Ionospheric Mapping (BIM) function is applied. To be more specific, the application of the 
BIM function according to Eq. (7.3) for the computation of 𝑆𝑇𝐸𝐶 must be performed by the re-
ceiver software.  

We justify this procedure by the fact, that for the setup of the observation equations (2.4) and (2.5) in 
NRT or RT, a high-resolution VTEC map for the area of investigation is not available. Thus the applica-
tion of the BIM approach according to Eq. (7.3) can only be performed approximately. For that reason 
we use the traditional mapping function (1.5) which also means an approximation with a comparable 
accuracy. Since our computations have to be done in RT we prefer the more effective method (1.5) 
with a shorter computation time. For the dissemination the situation is totally different, since at that 
stage the high-resolution VTEC model according to Eq. (1.6) is available.          
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3. Data-adaptive VTEC representation 

Introduction 

The data-adaptive VTEC approach, based on B-Spline modelling, to be developed within the AUDITOR 
project by DGFI-TUM, means an adaptive technique to resolve the problem of the inhomogeneous 
data distribution (see Fig. 2.2). For this purpose a densification approach was developed which allows 
for the combination of a low-resolution global and a high-resolution regional model part. In this man-
ner, the focus of the derivations in the following subsections is on the adaptive algorithms exploiting 
the advantages of B-splines for VTEC representation 

To explain the B-spline approach in some detail we start with a 1-D representation in Subsection 3.1 
although the VTEC model requires at least a 2-D approach. Consequently, we generalize the results 
from the 1-D case later to the 2-D case.  

3.1 1-dimensional modelling with Uniform B-Splines (UBS)  

Assuming a signal 𝑓(𝑥) given for 𝑥 ∈ ℝ (ℝ  means the set of real numbers along the 𝑥-axis) can be 
represented by the series expansion   

𝑓(𝑥) =  ∑ 𝑑𝐽,𝑘  𝑁𝐽,𝑘
2 (𝑥)

𝐾𝐽−1

𝑘=0

                                                          (3.1) 

in terms of the normalized quadratic B-spline functions 𝑁𝐽,𝑘
2 (𝑥) of resolution level 𝐽 ∈ ℕ0 (ℕ0 means 

the set of natural numbers including the “0”) and shift 𝑘 = 0,1,… , 𝐾𝐽 − 1 calculable recursively via the 

relation 

𝑁𝐽,𝑘
𝑚 (𝑥) =

𝑥 − 𝑡𝑘
𝐽

𝑡𝑘+𝑚
𝐽 − 𝑡𝑘

𝐽 𝑁𝐽,𝑘
𝑚−1(𝑥) +

𝑡𝑘+𝑚+1
𝐽

− 𝑥

𝑡𝑘+𝑚+1
𝐽 − 𝑡𝑘+1

𝐽 𝑁𝐽,𝑘+1
𝑚−1 (𝑥)                         (3.2) 

with 𝑚 = 1,2 from the initial values  

𝑁𝐽,𝑘
0 (𝑥) = {1   if  𝑡𝑘

𝐽
< 𝑥 < 𝑡𝑘+1

𝐽
  and  𝑡𝑘

𝐽
< 𝑡𝑘+1

𝐽

0   otherwise                                          
}  ; 

see e.g. Stollnitz et al. (1995) or Schmidt (2007). The level-dependent number 𝐾𝐽 of terms in the ex-

pansion (3.1) is defined as 𝐾𝐽 = 2
𝐽 + 2. For regional modelling, we introduce the so-called endpoint-

interpolating quadratic B-splines defined on the unit interval [0,1]. For that purpose we set the first 

three knots 𝑡𝑘
𝐽 to the value zero and the last three knots to the value one. Hence, the level−𝐽 knot 

sequence for endpoint-interpolating quadratic B-splines is given as 

0 = 𝑡0
𝐽 = 𝑡1

𝐽 = 𝑡2
𝐽 < 𝑡3

𝐽 < 𝑡4
𝐽 < ⋯ < 𝑡𝐾𝐽−1

𝐽 < 𝑡𝐾𝐽
𝐽 = 𝑡𝐾𝐽+1

𝐽 = 𝑡𝐾𝐽+2
𝐽 = 1                     (3.3) 

where the distance between the two neighbouring knots 𝑡𝑘
𝐽 and 𝑡𝑘+1

𝐽  with 𝑘 = 2, 3, … , 𝐾𝐽 − 1 is equal 

to ℎ𝐽 = 2
−𝐽; see Stollnitz et al. (1995), Lyche and Schumaker (2001), Schmidt (2007) or Schmidt et al. 

(2015). 

The three left panels of Fig. 3.1 show at the top the four functions 𝑁1,0
2 (𝑥), 𝑁1,1

2  (𝑥),  𝑁1,2
2 (𝑥) and 

𝑁1,3
2 (𝑥) of level  𝐽 = 1 in blue, green, red and light blue, resp., computed from the seven knots  

𝑡0
1 = 𝑡1

1 = 𝑡2
1 = 0, 𝑡3

1 = 0.5, 𝑡4
1 = 𝑡5

1 = 𝑡6
1 = 1                                              (3.4) 

indicated as blue dots. In the mid panel the 6 functions 𝑁2,𝑘
2 (𝑥) for 𝑘 = 0,… , 5 of level  𝐽 = 2 are 

shown calculated from altogether 9 knots 

𝑡0
2 = 𝑡1

2 = 𝑡2
2 = 0 , 𝑡3

2 = 0.25 , 𝑡4
2 = 0.50 , 𝑡5

2 = 0.75 , 𝑡6
2 = 𝑡7

2 = 𝑡8
2 = 1.                  (3.5)                 
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The bottom panel, finally, illustrates the 10 functions 𝑁3,𝑘
2 (𝑥) for 𝑘 = 0,… , 9 of level  𝐽 = 3 computed 

from altogether 13 knots  

𝑡0
3 = 𝑡1

3 = 𝑡2
3 = 0, 𝑡3

3 = 0.125, 𝑡4
3 = 0.250, 𝑡5

3 = 0.375, 𝑡6
3 = 0.500, 

 𝑡7
3 = 0.625, 𝑡8

3 = 0.750, 𝑡9
3 = 0.825, 𝑡10

3 = 𝑡11
3 = 𝑡12

3 = 1.                         (3.6)             

 

 

 

 

 

 

Since the distances between the neigh-
bouring knots are constant, the functions in the left panels of Fig. 3.1 are denoted as Uniform B-Splines 
(UBS). Their shapes are totally independent on the locations of the observations which are marked by 
the red dots.   

The normalized quadratic B-spline functions 𝑁𝐽,𝑘
2 (𝑥) will be used for modelling the latitude depend-

ency of the global model part 𝑉𝑇𝐸𝐶glob(𝜑, 𝜆) introduced in Eq. (1.6). Since the latitude 𝜑 is defined 

within the interval [−90°, 90°] along a meridian between the South and North Pole, the transfor-

mation formula 

𝑥 =
𝜑 + 90°

180°
                                                                      (3.7) 

for 𝑥 ∈ [0,1]  and 𝜑 ∈ [−90°, 90°] has to be considered before evaluating Eq. (3.2). Figure 3.2 shows 
another example of endpoint-interpolating B-spline functions for level  𝐽 = 3 

 

 

 

Besides the normalized quadratic B-spline functions 𝑁𝐽,𝑘
2 (𝑥) we also introduce the normalized periodic 

trigonometric B-splines 𝑇𝐽,𝑘
2 (𝑦) of order 2 for level 𝐽 ∈ ℕ0 and shift 𝑘 = 0,1,… , �̃�𝐽 − 1 depending on 

Figure 3.1: Data-adaptive basis for-
mations of the UBS (left panels) from 
different B-spline levels compared to the 
corresponding formations set up by the 
NABS (right panels). The red dots indi-
cate the observation locations whereas 
the blue dots are the knots which are 
used to create the B-spline functions. 

 

Figure 3.2: Normalized endpoint-interpolating 
quadratic B-spline functions (3.2) for level  𝐽 = 3. 

The set consists of 𝐾3 = 2
3 + 2 = 10 B-spline 

functions. It can be seen from the red-coloured 
curve that each B-spline is compactly supported, 

i.e. it is different from zero only a small part of the 
domain. Furthermore, it can be seen that the first 
two and the last two B-spline functions are modi-
fied by the endpoint-interpolating procedure; for 

more details see Schmidt (2007). 
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the variable 𝑦 ∈ [0,2𝜋]. Recurrence relations for calculating the periodic trigonometric B-splines from 

the initial trigonometric B-splines 𝑇𝐽,𝑘
1 (𝑦) of order 1 are presented, e.g. by Schumaker and Traas (1991) 

or Schmidt et al. (2015) and will not be repeated here. The corresponding series expansion for a func-
tion 𝑔(𝑦) reads 

𝑔(𝑦) =  ∑ �̃�𝐽,𝑘  𝑇𝐽,𝑘
2 (𝑦)

�̃�𝐽−1

𝑘=0

 .                                                            (3.8) 

The number �̃�𝐽 of trigonometric B-spline functions 𝑇𝐽,𝑘
2 (𝑦) is defined as �̃�𝐽 = 3 ∙ 2

𝐽, the distance be-

tween two neighbouring knots in the UBS case is given as ℎ̃𝐽 = 2𝜋 ∙ 2
−𝐽; see Lyche and Schumaker 

(2001) or Schmidt et al. (2015).    

 

 

The trigonometric B-spline functions 𝑇𝐽,𝑘
2 (𝑦) will be used for modelling the longitude dependency of 

the global model part 𝑉𝑇𝐸𝐶glob(𝜑,𝜆) introduced in Eq. (1.6). Since the longitude 𝜆 is defined within 

the interval [0°, 360°] along a circle of latitude, the transformation formula 

𝑦 = 𝜆 
𝜋

180°
                                                                       (3.9) 

for 𝑦 ∈ [0,2𝜋]  and 𝜆 ∈ [0°, 360°] has to be considered. In addition, the trigonometric B-splines have 
to be periodic along the equator, such that the so-called “wrap-around” effect holds. As can be seen 
from Fig. 3.3 this effect is automatically included in the definition of the trigonometric B-spline func-
tions as discussed by Schmidt et al. (2015). In this case no additional constraint has to be considered.  

3.2 1-dimensional modelling with Non-Uniform Adaptive B-Splines (NABS)  

As mentioned before UBS do not consider the distribution of the data, i.e. the spatial locations of the 
observations, as can be seen from Fig. 3.1. However, since a denser distribution of the observation 
sites allows the modelling of finer structures, i.e. a higher frequency part of the signal under investiga-
tion, more and sharper B-spline functions should be placed within this region. Thus, we would like to 
increase the number of B-splines in the right part of the shown interval along the 𝑥-axis in Fig. 3.1. In 
other words, the locations of the B-spline functions shall be adapted to the data locations, i.e. the 
distribution. The so-called Non-uniform Adaptive B-Spline (NABS) functions allow such a representa-
tion. For that purpose we keep the series expansion and just modify the locations of the knots as de-
fined in Eq. (3.3). 

To be more specific, we assume that observations are given at arbitrary distributed 𝑁 locations 

𝑥1, 𝑥2, … , 𝑥𝑖, … , 𝑥𝑁 within the unit interval [0,1]. For a data-adaptive distribution of the knots 𝑡𝑘
𝐽 as 

introduced in Eq. (3.2) for level  𝐽 = 1 we define the knot 𝑡3
1 according to 

𝑡3
1 =

1

𝑁
 ∑𝑥𝑖

𝑁

𝑖=1

                                                                      (3.10) 

as the average of the 𝑁 locations. The top panel of the right side of Fig. 3.1 shows this knot location as 
a blue dot. Substituting the right-hand side of Eq. (3.10) for the value 0.5 in Eq. (3.4) and introducing 

Figure 3.3: Set of  �̃�2 = 3 ∙ 2
2 =  12 trigonometric 

B-spline functions 𝑇𝐽,𝑘
2  for 𝐽 = 2. The red-coloured 

curve shows the the basis function  𝑇2,2
2 . The green-

coloured curves mean the non-zero part of  𝑇2,11
2  

and show the "wrap-around" effect. 
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the resulting seven knots in Eq. (3.2) the four normalized quadratic B-spline functions 𝑁1,𝑘
2 (𝑥) as 

shown in the top right panel of Fig. 3.1 are computable. Since their locations and their shapes are 
adapted to the data distribution the term “Non-uniform Adaptive B-Spline” (NABS) was chosen.  

In the next step, i.e. for level 𝐽 = 2, we collect the number 𝑁𝑥𝑖∈𝑋1 of observation locations with 𝑥𝑖 ≤

𝑡3
1 in the set 𝑋1 and compute the knot 𝑡3

2  as their average value, i.e.  

𝑡3
2 =

1

𝑁𝑥𝑖∈𝑋1
 ∑ 𝑥𝑖

𝑁𝑥𝑖∈𝑋1

𝑖=1

 .                                                                 (3.11) 

In the same manner we collect the 𝑁𝑥𝑖∈𝑋2 observation locations with 𝑥𝑖 > 𝑡3
1 in the set 𝑋2 and compute 

the knot location  

𝑡5
2 =

1

𝑁𝑥𝑖∈𝑋2
 ∑ 𝑥𝑖

𝑁𝑥𝑖∈𝑋2

𝑖=1

                                                                  (3.12) 

with 𝑁𝑥𝑖∈𝑋2 = 𝑁 −𝑁𝑥𝑖∈𝑋1. Together with the knot location 𝑡5
2 = 𝑡3

1 from Eq. (3.10) we obtain the val-

ues of the three central knots of level 𝐽 = 2 as in Eq. (3.5), but now for the NABS formation. Introducing 
these knots together with the unchanged ones for the left and the right boundary of the unit interval 

we can compute the normalized quadratic B-spline functions 𝑁2,𝑘
2 (𝑥) from Eq. (3.2). These 𝐾2 = 2

2 +

2 = 6 NABS are shown in the mid panel on the right side of Fig. 3.1. In the same way, we computed 
the knots and the altogether 10 NABS functions of level  𝐽 = 3 visualized in the bottom panel.  As an 
alternative to the method we described before the median can be chosen. In this case Eq. (3.10) is 
replaced by 

𝑡3
1 = med (𝑥1, 𝑥2, ⋯ , 𝑥𝑁) . 

Similar equations follow for the computation of the knot locations 𝑡3
2 and 𝑡5

2 for level 𝐽 = 2. 

3.3 2-dimensional global modelling with UBS and NABS  

In ionosphere modelling in the Sun-fixed coordinate system a 2-D spatial function 𝑓(𝑥, 𝑦) given globally 
on a sphere Ω with radius 𝑅 is traditionally represented by a series expansion in spherical harmonics 
(SH); see e.g. Schaer (1999). Since SHs are oscillating over the whole sphere, and thus, characterized 
by a global behaviour, they cannot represent data of heterogeneous density and quality in a proper 
way as already mentioned before and shown in Fig. 2.2 (Schmidt et al., 2011). Figure 3.4 visualizes the 
distribution of the global IGS stations.  

As an alternative to the SH expansion we introduce the 2-D series expansion 

𝑓(𝑥, 𝑦) =  ∑  ∑ 𝑑𝑘1,𝑘2
𝐽1,𝐽2  Φ𝑘1,𝑘2

𝐽1,𝐽2 (𝑥, 𝑦)                                               (3.13) 

𝐾𝐽2−1

𝑘2=0

𝐾𝐽1−1

𝑘1=0

 

in terms of the 2-D basis functions Φ𝑘1,𝑘2
𝐽1,𝐽2 (𝑥, 𝑦). In the following we identify the function 𝑓(𝑥, 𝑦) with 

the global 𝑉𝑇𝐸𝐶glob(𝜑, 𝜆) signal as introduced in Eq. (1.5). Furthermore, the 2-D basis functions are 

defined as the tensor product of the normalized quadratic B-spline functions 𝑁𝐽,𝑘
2 (𝑥) and the trigono-

metric B-spline functions  𝑇𝐽,𝑘
2 (𝑦), i.e.  

𝑉𝑇𝐸𝐶glob(𝜑, 𝜆) =  ∑  ∑ 𝑑𝑘1,𝑘2
𝐽1,𝐽2

𝐾𝐽2−1

𝑘2=0

 𝑁𝐽1,𝑘1
2 (𝜑)

𝐾𝐽1−1

𝑘1=0

  𝑇𝐽2,𝑘2
2 (𝜆)  .                      (3.14) 

The initially unknown 𝐾𝐽1 ∙ 𝐾𝐽2  series coefficients 𝑑𝑘1,𝑘2
𝐽1,𝐽2 have to be computed together with other un-

known parameters by parameter estimation from the GNSS NRT observations defined in Eq. (2.4).  
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Figure 3.4: IGS network with globally distributed stations with high coverage over Europe and huge 
data gaps over the oceans. However, meanwhile several islands are worldwide equipped with GNSS 
receiver stations.   

It has to be mentioned that Eq. (3.14) will be evaluated within the Sun-fixed Geocentric Solar Magnetic 
(GSM) coordinate system. It is usually defined for high altitudes in regions which are strongly influ-
enced by the solar wind and the interplanetary magnetic field (Laundal and Richmond, 2017). The 𝑥-
axis of the GSM is pointing from the geocentre to the Sun. The 𝑦-axis is perpendicular to the magnetic 
dipole axis and the Earth-Sun line. The positive direction of the system is pointing towards the dusk. 
The 𝑧-axis is completing the right-handed system in the plane containing the Earth-Sun line and the 
dipole axis. The transformation equation between the geographical coordinate system and the GSM 
coordinate system is described by Hapgood (1992).   

Figure 3.5 shows exemplarily the global distribution of (𝐾𝐽1 = 10) × (𝐾𝐽2 = 12) = 120 tensor prod-

ucts 𝑁𝐽1,𝑘1
2 (𝜑) ∙  𝑇𝐽2,𝑘2

2 (𝜆), which are the 2-D basis functions defined in the plane spanned by longi-

tude 𝜆 and latitude 𝜑. The approximation quality of the B-spline representations (UBS and NABS) is 
depending on the values 𝐾𝐽1  and 𝐾𝐽2  and, thus, on the levels 𝐽1  and  𝐽2. The inequalities  

𝐽1  ≤ log2 (
𝜋

∆𝜑
 − 1) ≤ log2(𝑛𝜑,max − 1) ,                                              (3.15) 

𝐽2  ≤ log2 (
2𝜋

3 ∆𝜆
) ≤ log2(

2𝑛λ,max 

3
) ,                                                        (3.16) 

relate on the left side the averaged sampling or resolution intervals ∆𝜑 and Δ𝜆 of the observations in 
longitudinal and latitudinal direction to the level values 𝐽1 and 𝐽2. On the right side the relations to the 

spectral degree values 𝑛𝜑,max and 𝑛λ,max of a global VTEC representation in SHs are realized. 

The IGS VTEC maps are usually the result of series expansions in SHs up to degree and order 𝑛 =
𝑛max = 15. The relations between the resolution intervals  ∆𝜑 and Δ𝜆 of the observations and the 
maximum degree 𝑛max are presented in the right parts of (3.15) and (3.16). However, it must be noted 
that in the given case the maximum values  𝑛φ,max in latitude direction can differ from the correspond-

ing value 𝑛λ,𝑚𝑎𝑥 in longitude direction. As maximum value 𝑛max the smaller one of the two degree 
values 𝑛φ,𝑚𝑎𝑥 and 𝑛λ,𝑚𝑎𝑥is chosen. Thus, taken the value 𝑛max = 15 into account, we estimated the 

level values in Eq. (3.14) from the inequalities (3.15) and (3.16) to  𝐽1 = 4 and 𝐽2 = 3. Consequently, 
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(𝐾𝐽1 = 18) × (𝐾𝐽2 = 24) = 432 series coefficients 𝑑𝑘1,𝑘2
4,3  must be determined by parameter estima-

tion from NRT GNSS observations. This issue will be discussed in Section 4.  

 

Figure 3.5: Distribution of the 2-D tensor products of normalized quadratic B-spline functions and 
trigonometric B-spline functions of the levels  𝐽1 = 3  in latitude direction and 𝐽2 = 2 in longitude 
direction. The tensor product of the two spline functions highlighted in black yields the shown 2-D 
function, as an example of a UBS function.Wheras in the 2-D representation light blue means a small 
positive value, the dark red colour represents the largest magnitude of up to value 1.    

To consider the time-dependency of the VTEC values the series expansion is extended to consider time 

series for the set of coefficients 𝑑𝑘1,𝑘2
𝐽1,𝐽2  through 

𝑉𝑇𝐸𝐶glob(𝜑, 𝜆, 𝑡) =  ∑  ∑ 𝑑𝑘1,𝑘2
𝐽1,𝐽2 (𝑡)

𝐾𝐽2−1

𝑘2=0

 𝑁𝐽1,𝑘1
2 (𝜑)

𝐾𝐽1−1

𝑘1=0

  𝑇𝐽2,𝑘2
2 (𝜆)  .                      (3.17) 

Herein the coefficients are estimated by Kalman filtering and forecasted by deterministic Fourier series 
expansions and stochastic processes such as autoregressive and moving average (ARMA) models as 
will be discussed in Subsection 3.5.  

3.4 2-dimensional regional modelling with UBS and NABS  

In certain regions such as Europe, North America, Japan or parts of South America, regional GNSS data 
exist, partly in NRT or even in RT which could be used for a regional densification. To be more specific, 
we assume that within a rectangular area ΔΩ of size Φ×  Λ high-resolution GNSS observations in RT is 
available. Here we assume that Φ is the extension of the area with respect to the geographical latitude 
and Λ the stretch of ΔΩ with respect to the geographical longitude. Note, whereas the global model is 
defined within the GSM coordinate system, the regional model is related to the geographical coordi-
nate systems. Furthermore, we assume that the sampling intervals ∆𝜑 and Δ𝜆 allow a high-frequency 
modelling. If the size of the area and the sampling intervals are given, the right parts of the inequality 
equations (3.15) and (3.16) allow for the computation of the maximum degree 𝑛max for the spectral 
modelling of VTEC in SHs, which should clearly exceeds the degree 15.  

The model for the high-resolution ionosphere variations ∆VTEC within the densification area, i.e. 
∆𝑉𝑇𝐸𝐶reg as introduced in Eq. (1.6), is set up as a 2-D series expansion in terms of tensor products of 

the normalized quadratic B-spline functions 𝑁𝐽,𝑘
2 (𝑥) with respect to latitude and longitude, i.e.   
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∆𝑉𝑇𝐸𝐶reg(𝜑, 𝜆, 𝑡) = ∑ ∑ 𝑑𝑘3,𝑘4
𝐽3,𝐽4 (𝑡)

𝐾𝐽4−1

𝑘4=0

 𝑁𝐽3,𝑘3
2

𝐾𝐽3−1

𝑘3=0

(𝜑) 𝑁𝐽4,𝑘4
2 (𝜆)     ∀  𝑃(𝜑, 𝜆) ∈  ΔΩ.        (3.18)  

In opposite to the left-hand parts of the Eqs. (3.15) and (3.16) in regional applications the two level 
values 𝐽3 und 𝐽4 are calculable from the inequality relations  

𝐽3 ≤ log2 (
Φ

Δ𝜑
− 1) ,                                                                   (3.19) 

𝐽4 ≤ log2 (
Λ

Δ𝜆
− 1)  .                                                                   (3.20) 

The most important point in the determination of the level values 𝐽3 and 𝐽4 is the spectral connection 
of the global and the regional model part. To be more specific, the smallest wavelength of the global 
model must be shorter or equal than the largest one of the regional model. Following the approxima-
tion formula  𝐿min  ≈  2𝜋𝑅/𝑛max we obtain for 𝑛max = 15 a minimum length of 𝐿min = 2670 km 
which corresponds to a spherical extension of approximately 24° on a sphere Ω with radius 𝑅 =
6370 km. Consequently, we chose for the area of investigation, i.e. the densification area ΔΩ an ex-
tension of Φ = 30° along the geographical meridian and Λ = 40° along the geographical equator and 
its parallels. With given numerical values for the average sampling intervals Δ𝜆 and Δ𝜑 we apply the 
inequalities (3.19) and (3.20) and obtain the level values 𝐽3 and 𝐽4. 

Equation (3.18) can be used for the representation of the regional ∆VTEC variations in terms of both 
UBS and NABS functions for the level values  𝐽3 and 𝐽4.   

3.5 Forecast model for the global UBS coefficients  

An approach based on a time series analysis of the VTEC model has been developed to obtain a pre-
diction of VTEC for the time difference between RT and NRT. In our understanding, this time difference 
will amount at most three hours. The method should be as precise as possible, since the ionospheric 
state may change very fast. Thus, our model consists of a deterministic and a stochastic part and is 

applied to the B-spline coefficients 𝑑𝑘1,𝑘2
𝐽1,𝐽2 (𝑡) of the global model (3.17). To be more specific, we model 

the time dependency of each coefficient as 

𝑑𝑘1,𝑘2
𝐽1,𝐽2 (𝑡) = ( 𝑎0 +∑{𝑎𝑖 cos(𝜔𝑖𝑡)  +  𝑏𝑖 sin(𝜔𝑖𝑡)} )𝑘1,𝑘2 + 𝑠𝑘1,𝑘2(𝑡)

𝑛

𝑖=1

  ,                  (3.21) 

i.e. as the sum of a Fourier series with given angular frequencies 𝜔𝑖 = 2𝜋 𝑇𝑖⁄  and a stochastic part 
𝑠𝑘1,𝑘2(𝑡), e.g. an ARMA model. We applied a Fourier analysis to determine the most important signal 

component, namely for the periods 𝑇1 = 1 day, 𝑇2 = 0.5 day, 𝑇3 = 0.33 day, 𝑇4 = 0.25 day and so 
on. In addition we consider oscillations with periods of 𝑇𝑖 = 15 minutes. Note, the coefficients 𝑎0, 𝑎𝑖 

and 𝑏𝑖 for 𝑖 = 1,⋯ , 𝑛 are estimated for each coefficient 𝑑𝑘1,𝑘2
𝐽1,𝐽2  independently by evaluating its time 

series over the five previous days. Once the coefficients are estimated, forecasted VTEC values 

𝑉𝑇𝐸�̂�fglob can be obtained by extrapolating Eq. (3.21) to the present time and be used in RT applica-

tions (see Fig. 3.6).  

Note, that the Eq. (3.21) can be easily applied to the set of coefficients 𝑑𝑘1,𝑘2
𝐽1,𝐽2 (𝑡) in the UBS case, since 

the geographical locations – depending on the index pair (𝑘1, 𝑘2) – of the coefficients are stationary. 
In the NABS case, however, these locations are weakly non-stationary.  
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3.6 Combination of global and regional VTEC representation 

Taken the conclusions of the previous subsections into account our densification approach consists of 
a global model part given by Eq. (3.17) and a regional model part as described in Eq. (3.18). In the first 
step, i.e. for the computation of the global model part we chose as basis functions 2-D tensor products 

of normalized quadratic B-spline functions 𝑁𝐽1,𝑘1
2 (𝜑) and trigonometric B-spline functions  𝑇𝐽2,𝑘2

2 (𝜆) of 

resolution levels 𝐽1 = 4 and 𝐽2 = 3 in UBS formation defined in the GSM coordinate system as will be 

discussed in Section 5. The altogether 432 series coefficients 𝑑𝑘1,𝑘2
4,3 (𝑡) are computed from NRT obser-

vations �̃�𝑟,𝑁𝑅𝑇
𝑠  from GPS and GLONASS within a Kalman filtering procedure.  In the second step of the 

procedure the reduced RT observations  

�̃�𝑟,𝑅𝑇
𝑠 −  𝛼 ∙ 𝑚(𝑧) ∙ 𝑉𝑇𝐸�̂�fglob(𝜑, 𝜆, 𝑡) = :  �̿�𝑟,𝑅𝑇

𝑠                                          (3.22) 

 

are chosen. Herein the value 𝑉𝑇𝐸�̂�fglob(𝜑, 𝜆, 𝑡) is the estimated VTEC value from the forecast model 

evaluated at the regional observation site 𝑃(𝜑, 𝜆) ∈  ΔΩ from the reference time moment of the 

global forecast model to the time moment 𝑡 of the RT observation �̃�𝑟,𝑅𝑇
𝑠  according to Eq. (3.21).  

Figure 3.6 shows the basic steps of the procedure   

𝑉𝑇𝐸𝐶reg(𝜑, 𝜆) = 𝑉𝑇𝐸𝐶glob(𝜑, 𝜆)⏟          
1st step

+ Δ𝑉𝑇𝐸𝐶reg(𝜑, 𝜆)⏟          
2nd step

 .                (3.23) 

 

Figure 3.6: Flowchart of the developed densification approach by combining a global B-spline model, 

estimated from global observations �̃�𝑟,𝑁𝑅𝑇
𝑠 , and a regional densification B-spline model computed from 

the regional observations �̃�𝑟,𝑅𝑇
𝑠 .  
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4. Concept of the high-resolution real-time VTEC model for selected densifi-

cation areas 

Introduction 

The procedures related with ionospheric data processing and filtering as well as the overall concept, 
which is necessary for developing the regional VTEC modelling approach in the area of investigation, 
e.g. parts of Europe, are explained in the following subsections. 

4.1 Observation equations 

Throughout this project, GPS and GLONASS data have been used to estimate global and regional VTEC 
maps. The observation equations are already shown in Figure 3.6 for the global NRT and the regional 
RT observations. It should be noted that these equations need to be split into a GPS and a GLONASS 
part in order to deal with the different biases related to both techniques and the different accuracies, 
namely 

�̃�𝑟,𝑁𝑅𝑇
𝐺𝑃𝑆 + 𝑒𝐺𝑃𝑆 = 𝛼 ∙ 𝑚(𝑧) ∙  𝑉𝑇𝐸𝐶glob + 𝑏𝑟,𝐺𝑃𝑆 + 𝑏𝐺𝑃𝑆

𝑠                                     (4.1a) 

�̃�𝑟,𝑁𝑅𝑇
𝐺𝐿𝑂 + 𝑒𝐺𝐿𝑂 = 𝛼 ∙ 𝑚(𝑧) ∙  𝑉𝑇𝐸𝐶glob + 𝑏𝑟,𝐺𝐿𝑂 + 𝑏𝐺𝐿𝑂

𝑠                                     (4.1b) 

where �̃�𝑟,𝑁𝑅𝑇
𝐺𝑃𝑆  and �̃�𝑟,𝑁𝑅𝑇

𝐺𝐿𝑂  are the global NRT observables from Eq. (2.4) under the consideration of the 

mapping function (1.5). For the regional densification model part we have to establish the observation 

equations for the reduced RT observations �̿�𝑟,𝑅𝑇
𝐺𝑃𝑆  and �̿�𝑟,𝑅𝑇

𝐺𝐿𝑂  according to Eq. (3.22). The corresponding 

observation equations read 

�̿�𝑟,𝑅𝑇
𝐺𝑃𝑆 + �̿�𝐺𝑃𝑆 = 𝛼 ∙ 𝑚(𝑧) ∙ ∆𝑉𝑇𝐸𝐶reg + 𝐶𝑃𝑂𝐵𝑟,𝐺𝑃𝑆

𝑠                                             (4.2a) 

 �̿�𝑟,𝑅𝑇
𝐺𝐿𝑂 + �̿�𝐺𝐿𝑂 = 𝛼 ∙ 𝑚(𝑧) ∙ ∆𝑉𝑇𝐸𝐶reg + 𝐶𝑃𝑂𝐵𝑟,𝐺𝐿𝑂

𝑠                                            (4.2b) 

where  ∆𝑉𝑇𝐸𝐶reg could be represented by Eq. (3.18). From the Eqs. (4.1a,b) and (4.2a,b) we define 

the observation vectors �̃�𝐺𝑃𝑆 = (�̃�𝑟,𝑁𝑅𝑇
𝐺𝑃𝑆 ), �̃�𝐺𝐿𝑂 = (�̃�𝑟,𝑁𝑅𝑇

𝐺𝐿𝑂 ), �̿�𝐺𝑃𝑆 = (�̿�𝑟,𝑅𝑇
𝐺𝑃𝑆 ) and  �̿�𝐺𝐿𝑂 = (�̿�𝑟,𝑅𝑇

𝐺𝐿𝑂 ) as 

well as the corresponding error vectors �̃�𝐺𝑃𝑆, �̃�𝐺𝐿𝑂, �̿�𝐺𝑃𝑆, �̿�𝐺𝐿𝑂. Furthermore we introduce the vectors 

𝒅𝐽1,𝐽2 = (𝑑𝑘1,𝑘2
𝐽1,𝐽2 ), 𝒅𝐽3,𝐽4 = (𝑑𝑘3,𝑘4

𝐽3,𝐽4 )  of B-spline coefficients for the global and the regional model part, 

respectively, and the vectors 𝒃𝐺𝑃𝑆 = (𝑏𝑟,𝐺𝑃𝑆), 𝒃𝐺𝐿𝑂 = (𝑏𝑟,𝐺𝐿𝑂) of the receiver DCBs and 𝒃𝐺𝑃𝑆 =

 (𝑏𝐺𝑃𝑆
𝑠 ), 𝒃𝐺𝐿𝑂 = (𝑏𝐺𝐿𝑂

𝑠 ) of the satellite DCBs. Finally, we define the vectors 𝒃𝐶𝑃𝑂𝐵
𝐺𝑃𝑆   and 𝒃𝐶𝑃𝑂𝐵

𝐺𝐿𝑂  of the 
unknown receiver-satellite pair CPOB biases.  

From the observation equations (4.1a,b) und (4.2a,b) we set up the Gauß-Markov model 

𝒚 + 𝒆 = 𝑿𝜷    with    𝐸(𝒆) = 𝟎   and   𝐷(𝒚) =  𝚺𝑦 = 𝜎𝑦
2 𝑷𝑦

−1                      (4.3) 

(Koch, 1999) with the measurement vector 𝒚, the measurement error vector 𝒆, the coefficient matrix 

𝑿, the vector 𝜷 of the unknown parameters, the given positive definite weight matrix 𝑷𝑦 and the 

unknown variance factor 𝜎𝑦
2.   

To be more specific, we define for the global model according to the Eqs. (4.1a,b)   
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𝒚 = [
�̃�𝐺𝑃𝑆
�̃�𝐺𝐿𝑂

] ,  𝜷 =

[
 
 
 
 
 
 𝒅𝐽1,𝐽2
𝒃𝐺𝑃𝑆

𝒃𝐺𝑃𝑆
𝒃𝐺𝐿𝑂

𝒃𝐺𝐿𝑂 ]
 
 
 
 
 
 

  ,  𝚺𝑦 = [
𝚺𝐺𝑃𝑆 𝟎
𝟎 𝚺𝐺𝐿𝑂

]                                               (4.4a) 

where 𝚺𝐺𝑃𝑆 = 𝜎𝐺𝑃𝑆
2  𝑷𝐺𝑃𝑆

−1  = and 𝚺𝐺𝐿𝑂 = 𝜎𝐺𝐿𝑂
2  𝑷𝐺𝐿𝑂

−1  mean positive definite covariance matrices of the 

GPS and the GLONASS observations; 𝟎 is a zero matrix of an appropriate size.  Correspondingly, to Eq. 

(4.4a) we define for the regional densification model according to the Eqs. (4.2a,b) 

𝒚 =  [
�̿�𝐺𝑃𝑆
�̿�𝐺𝐿𝑂

] ,  𝜷 = [

𝒅𝐽3,𝐽4
𝒃𝐶𝑃𝑂𝐵
𝐺𝑃𝑆

𝒃𝐶𝑃𝑂𝐵
𝐺𝐿𝑂

]  ,  𝚺𝑦 = [
𝚺𝐺𝑃𝑆 𝟎
𝟎 𝚺𝐺𝐿𝑂

]   .                                            (4.4b) 

The design matrix 𝑿 is built up accordingly and contains amongst other elements the B-spline basis 
functions.  

It must be mentioned that RT observations introduce one additional unknown parameter for each re-
ceiver-satellite pair, since the modelling approach is based on carrier phase observations. Therefore, 
to decrease the number of unknowns in the state vector for the RT modelling, only GPS observables 
are considered. 

4.2 Filter prediction model 

VTEC exhibits a time varying phenomenon. Therefore, a proper model is required to take the time 
variation of the ionospheric parameters into account. In the NRT modelling VTEC is represented in the 
GSM coordinate system which results in much slower variations of the B-spline coefficients in time. 
Moreover, the satellite and receiver DCBs vary very slowly. Therefore, a random walk approach is per-
formed for all the unknown parameters for the NRT model part. 

The RT approach is set up in an Earth-fixed geographical coordinate system. Although VTEC varies sig-
nificantly faster in this coordinates system, the main part of the VTEC trend is represented by the fore-
cast model which acts as a background model. The estimated differences of VTEC with respect to the 
forecasted VTEC values, i.e. Δ𝑉𝑇𝐸𝐶𝑟𝑒𝑔, exhibit much slower time variations. Additionally, the phase 

biases in the unknown state vector are constant during phase continuous arcs. Consequently, the ran-
dom walk approach is also considered as prediction model for the unknown target parameters of the 
regional RT modelling approach.  

4.3 Sequential Kalman Filtering 

The Kalman-Filter (KF, Kalman, 1960) is a sequential estimator which yields the ionospheric parameters 
according to Fig. 3.6 in NRT (global part) and in RT (regional part). In the KF the input data from the 
past have not to be stored and the current state is updated as soon as new observations are available 
(Gelb, 1974). In RT applications, this is a crucial advantage because the filter allows assimilation of 
observations as soon as possible without waiting for another group of observations (see e.g., Erdogan 
et al., 2017).  

The KF is an optimal recursive estimator in terms of minimum variance estimation including a time 
update (prediction step) and a measurement update (correction step); see e.g. Grewal and Andrews, 
2008; Simon, 2006; Gelb 1974). The approach for the estimation of the ionospheric target parameters 
consists of linear equations. Therefore, in the sense of KF, the linear system of equations in discrete 
form is defined as 

𝜷𝑘 = 𝑭𝑘  𝜷𝑘−1 + 𝝎𝑘−1                                                              (4.5𝑎) 
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𝒚𝑘 = 𝑿𝑘 𝜷𝑘 + 𝒆𝑘                                                                    (4.5b) 

where 𝑘 = 𝑡𝑘  is the time stamp, 𝑭𝑘 means the transition matrix, 𝜷𝑘 is the vector of the unknown 

parameters, 𝒚𝑘 is the vector of the measurements and 𝑿𝑘 represents the corresponding design matrix. 

The vectors 𝒆𝑘 and 𝝎𝑘 are the vectors of the measurement errors and the process noise, respectively, 

with the corresponding covariance matrices 𝚺𝑦 and 𝚺𝜔. The measurement errors and the process noise 

are assumed as white noise with expectation values 𝐸(𝒆𝑘) = 𝟎 and 𝐸(𝝎𝑘) = 𝟎, and fulfil the require-

ments 

𝐸[𝝎𝑘 𝝎𝑙
𝑇] =  𝚺𝜔 𝛿𝑘,𝑙  and  𝐸[𝒆𝑘 𝒆𝑙

𝑇] =  𝚺𝑦 𝛿𝑘,𝑙                                   (4.6a) 

𝐸[𝝎𝑘 𝒆𝑙
𝑇] =  𝟎                                                                                            (4.6b) 

where 𝛿𝑘,𝑙  is the Kronecker delta symbol which equals to 1 if 𝑘 = 𝑙 and to 0 for 𝑘 ≠ 𝑙. From the Eq. 
(4.6b) it becomes clearly, that the vectors 𝝎𝑘 and  𝒆𝑙 are assumed to be independent.  

The solution of the prediction equation (4.5) to obtain the predicted ionospheric target parameter 
vector 𝜷𝑘

− and its covariance matrix 𝚺𝛽,𝑘
−  reads 

𝜷𝑘
− = 𝑭𝑘 �̂�𝑘−1                                                                                          (4.7a) 

𝚺𝛽,𝑘
− = 𝑭𝑘  �̂�𝛽,𝑘−1𝑭𝑘

𝑇 + 𝚺ω .                                                                    (4.7b) 

Details on the computation of the covariance matrix �̂�𝛽,𝑘−1 can be found in Erdogan et al. (2017). The 

time step form epoch 𝑘 − 1 to the next epoch 𝑘 is set to 10 minutes for NRT modelling and 20 seconds 

for RT modelling. Once the prediction is carried out, the predicted state vector and its covariance ma-

trix are updated with the new allocated measurements by  

�̂�𝑘 = 𝜷𝑘
− + 𝑲𝑘 (𝒚𝑘 − 𝑿𝑘𝜷𝑘

−)                                                              (4.8a) 

�̂�𝛽,𝑘 = (𝑰 − 𝑲𝑘 𝑿𝑘) 𝚺𝛽,𝑘
−                                                                          (4.8b) 

where �̂�𝑘 and �̂�𝛽,𝑘 are the updated (corrected) state vector and its covariance matrix. 𝑲𝑘 is the Kalman 

gain matrix which behaves like a weighting matrix. 

 

4.4 Overall modelling approach 

The various steps of the developed approach are shown in the flowchart visualized in Fig. 4.1. The first 

step includes the routines for downloading raw hourly GNSS data for NRT modelling. The raw data set 

is pre-processed to extract the ionospheric observables (2.4); the corresponding outputs are stored 

into a database. The next step is the near-real time filtering of hourly data that includes the parameter 

estimation procedures driven by the implemented Kalman filtering according to the Eqs. (4.8a,b). The 

NRT modelling approach is performed with a latency of less than one and a half hour. Following the 

NRT filtering, at the end of every hour, the parameters of the forecast model (3.21) are estimated for 

each of the global B-spline coefficients. Next, the forecast model with the extrapolated parameters is 

utilized to establish the forecasted background VTEC model for the regional modelling.  

In parallel to the NRT modelling and forecasting processes, real-time data are downloaded and data 
pre-processing is carried out. Real time data is downloaded in binary RTCM format using the BNC soft-
ware of the Federal Agency for Cartography and Geodesy (BKG) and converted into a text format. Then, 
the dataset is sent to the real-time data processing module to extract the ionospheric observables 
(2.5). In the next step, the developed regional modelling approach is performed continuously and re-
cursively using the Kalman filtering approach (4.8a,b) to estimate the regional target parameters, that 
are the regional B-spline model coefficients and the corresponding unknown bias parameters. The 
overall RT VTEC product generation is generally accomplished in less than 30 seconds.   
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Figure 4.1: Overall flowchart of the developed NRT and RT modelling approach based on the B-spline represen-

tation 
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5. Numerical investigations 

Introduction 

Within the project AUDITOR, in particular in WP 4, great efforts have been made to study the ad-
vantages and disadvantages of the UBS and NABS series expansions for both the global and the re-
gional application. In this sense, the following subsections are dedicated to numerical investigations 
which cover the screening of B-spline basis formations, the selection of appropriate resolution levels, 
the study of exemplified VTEC maps and of their consistency with other VTEC products provided by the 
IGS and its IAACs.  

5.1 Global VTEC models based on UBS and NABS 

As it was already mentioned in Subsection 3.2, a NABS model can be interpreted as an empirical ap-
proach, since the basis functions are directly related to the data distribution. Figure 5.1 shows, for 
instance, the global distributed IPPs of GNSS hourly data, i.e. the NRT input data for April 2nd, 2017, 
around 12:00 UTC given in the GSM coordinate system. The NABS representation for the levels 𝐽1 = 4 
and 𝐽2 = 3, as shown in the left panel of Fig. 5.1, demonstrates that very dense knot points and steep 
basis function are given around Europe (yellow box in the figure) and North America. However, close 
to the equator, approximately between the latitudes of -30o and 30o where large VTEC gradients exist, 
only a small number of input data are available. Close to the North and, in particular, close to the South 
Pole the knot distribution is relatively sparse. The right panel of Fig. 5.1 shows the corresponding dis-
tribution of the UBS basis functions.   

The characteristics of the NABS functions can be summarized as follows: 

1. NABS represent regions with a higher data density by a larger number of basis functions with 
a narrow spatial support, 

2. NABS represent regions with large data gaps by a less number of basis functions with a wide 
spatial support. 

 

Figure 5.1: Example for the distribution of knot points and basis functions in the NABS case (left 
panel) and the UBS case (right panel) with resolution levels 𝐽1 = 4 along latitude and 𝐽2 = 3 along 
longitude for hourly data at 12:00 UTC on April 2nd, 2017. The red line shows the prime meridian of 
Greenwich. 

However, often a high data density is given where the ionospheric signals are rather smooth, in partic-
ular in the mid latitudes, such as in Europe or North America. Consequently, in these areas an overfit-
ting problem might occur, i.e. the number of B-spline terms is too large. In opposite, in areas with large 
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signal variations often only a few observation sites exist and, thus, the number of NABS functions is 
too small. We can conclude from these issues that for global modelling using NABS functions the VTEC 
signal structure needs to be considered in addition to the data distribution criteria. 

The second issue needs to be emphasized is that the developed global modelling approach runs in NRT. 
As already explained in Subsection 3.5 the results of the NRT solutions are used to forecast the VTEC 
solution to RT. As shown in Fig. 5.2, the spatial locations and the extent of the NABS functions is varying 
with time. In such a case also the geographical locations of the B-spline coefficients would change with 
time. However, this variability does not correspond to the assumption made in Eq. (3.21). Thus, the 
NABS solutions cannot be used appropriately for forecasting the global VTEC model to RT.  

Considering the aforementioned issues, the UBS-based VTEC representation was selected for the 
global modelling approach which runs in NRT whereas the NABS-based approach is preferred for the 
regional VTEC modelling part executed in RT. The latter procedure is explained in more detail in Sub-
section 5.4. 

 

Figure 5.2: NABS-based knot point distribution and basis function formation using the resolution levels  
𝐽1 = 4 for latitude and 𝐽2 = 3 for longitude for hourly data at 12:00 UTC (left panel) and at 14:00 UTC 
(right panel) on April 2nd, 2017. The red line shows the prime meridian at Greenwich. The variations of 
the NABS with time are clearly visible, especially w.r.t. the longitude.   

5.2 Selection of global observation sites  

Following the left-hand sides of the two inequalities (3.15) and (3.16) the minimum sampling intervals 
∆𝜑 and ∆𝜆 can be computed. Based on these considerations we determined the elements of global 
observation vector 𝒚 in Eq. (4.4a) by a segmentation of the Earth’s surface into bins of a size related 
to the sampling intervals. In the example presented in Fig. 5.3 we defined bins with a size of 10° × 10° 
with respect to latitude and longitude. For all bins in which more than two NRT receiver stations of the 
global IGS network – with a few extensions mentioned before – are located, we selected this receiver 
station which is the nearest to the centre of the bin. Then all observations of the chosen receiver sta-
tions, related to the corresponding IPPs, are collected in the aforementioned vector 𝒚 for global mod-
elling. Figure 5.3 shows in the left panel all available stations in NRT – with one hour latency – from 
the global IGS network in red. The right panel depicts the selected stations of the IGS network with a 
more homogeneous distribution over the globe. In addition, the left panel shows the NRT receivers of 
the EUREF network.      
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Figure 5.3: NRT receiver station positions of the IGS network in red and the NRT EUREF network in blue 
(left panel); selected receiver stations after the data separation based on bin segmentation with a bin 

size of 10° × 10° (right panel): the observations �̃�𝑟,𝑁𝑅𝑇
𝑠  ,Eq. (2.4), from the selected receiver stations 

are used for global modelling according to Fig. 3.6.  

5.3 Overall consistency of the global VTEC maps 

Numerical examples of our developed NRT model and the forecast model are compared to VTEC solu-

tions obtained from the IGS and its IAACs to investigate the overall consistency of the solutions. In the 

comparisons, the label `gloUBS´ and `fcUBS´ refer to solutions of our NRT model and forecast model, 

respectively, whereas the abbreviations `igsg´, `upcg´, `codg`, `jplg ´and `esag´ stand for the final prod-

ucts of IGS and its IAACs, namely UPC, CODE, JPL and ESA – in this order. 

In Figure 5.4, exemplified global VTEC maps including DGFI’s NRT solution are illustrated for the epoch 
at 12:00 UTC on March 3rd, 2017. Moreover, the Fig. 5.5 shows the differences of the global VTEC maps, 
presented in Fig. 5.4, with respect to the reference map which is selected as IGS’s final solution. DGFI´s 
global NRT solution in Fig. 5.5 is in close agreement with the others in terms of the mean and the 
standard deviation, i.e., -1.2 and 1.3 TECU, respectively.  

 

Figure 5.4: Examples of VTEC maps from IGS and its IAACs as well as the global solution of DGFI-TUM 
(top panel, mid column) at 12:00 UTC on March 3rd, 2017. 

The analysis of the differences is extended for a one week time span covering the days between March 
3rd (DOY 62) and March 10th (DOY 69), 2017. In this study, the mean value and the standard deviations 
of the differences, computed at each hour with respect to the reference VTEC solution are depicted in 
Fig. 5.6. for the entire week. The mean values vary between -2 and 1.5 TECU whereas the standard 
deviations range from 0.5 to 4 TECU during the week. Furthermore, to obtain an overall measure for 
the evaluations, the average mean values and the average standard deviations for the entire week are 
computed for each of the VTEC solutions and written in the parentheses on the legend of the figure. 
DGFI´s NRT solution has an average standard deviation of 1.9 TECU which agrees well with the UPC 
and the ESA solutions showing a standard deviation of 1.8 TECU. The maps of the VTEC differences for 
CODE and JPL present very small standard deviations. This might be due to the fact that the IGS VTEC 
products are the combinations of both the CODE and the JPL products for the selected test period. 
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Figure 5.5: Maps of the differences between the VTEC solutions from CODE, DGFI-TUM, JPL, UPC and 
ESA (from left to right and top to bottom) with respect to the IGS product at 12:00 UTC on March 3rd, 
2017.  

 

Figure 5.6: Mean values and standard deviations of the VTEC differences with respect to the IGS prod-

uct. 

Exemplified VTEC maps computed from the forecast model according to Eq. (3.21) are also analysed 
for a selected test day, namely April 2nd 2017, since our RT modelling approach for the regional densi-
fication area utilizes also the VTEC solution derived from the forecast model. However, the final VTEC 
product of IGS for the test day was not available on the global data server CDDIS. Therefore, the VTEC 
products provided by the CODE centre are considered as reference for the further evaluations.  In the 
first row of Fig. 5.7, snapshot maps at 14:00 UTC are illustrated for the CODE centre as well as DGFI’s 
NRT and forecast model solutions. The differences of the DGFI solutions with respect to the CODE 
solution are presented in the second row of the figure. As expected the forecast model clearly shows 
higher differences than the NRT approach. Moreover, an average standard deviation of the difference 
maps for the entire day is around 3 TECU for the forecast model solution whereas the NRT solution 
exhibits only 2 TECU. It needs to be mentioned that the quality of the forecast solution will probably 
be improved by choosing a more appropriate approach for stochastic model part  𝑠𝑘1,𝑘2(𝑡) in Eq. (3.21).  

5.4 Regional VTEC models based on UBS and NABS 

The developed final approach is based on the global NRT input data defined in Eq. (2.4) and the RT 
input data introduced in Eq. (2.5). To be more specific we use data acquired from the observation sites 
of the EUREF network in case for the regional RT modelling part to set up the observation vector 𝒚 as 
defined in Eq. (4.4b).  
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Figure 5.7: Examples of VTEC maps from CODE, DGFI’s global NRT solution and the forecasted model 
solution based on Eq. (3.21) (first row from left to right) as well as the differences of DGFI’s VTEC maps 
with respect to the CODE solution (second row). 

 

Figure 5.8: Regional distribution of NABS functions (left panel) for the RT input data (IPPs, blue dots) 
from the EUREF network and of UBS functions (right panel) with a regular knot distribution using the 
level values  𝐽1 = 3 for latitude and 𝐽2 = 3 for longitude at 12:00 UTC on April 2nd,2017. The red line 
shows the prime meridian at Greenwich. 

Figure 5.8 shows the RT data distribution and the corresponding basis formations for the NABS case 
(left panel) and the UBS case (right panel) at April 2nd, 2017. The level values are chosen as 𝐽3 = 𝐽4 = 3 
according to the average sampling or resolution intervals as defined by the Eqs. (3.19) and (3.20). To 
be more specific, from Fig. 5.8 and the corresponding maps for other time moments (not shown here) 

we obtain for the sampling intervals of the observations �̿�𝑟,𝑅𝑇
𝑠  , Eq. (3.22), related to the IPPs (blue 

dots) the (minimum) average values Δ𝜆 =  6.0° and Δ𝜑 = 4.0°. This corresponds to modelling the finer 
signal structures within a SH representation up to at least degree and order 𝑛 = 30. 

Figure 5.9 summarizes the overall procedure to establish regional VTEC maps following the Figs. 3.6 
and 4.1. The upper left image represents the global ionospheric VTEC solution computed in NRT. Next, 
the part related to the area of investigation, i.e. the densification area, is forecasted to RT, i.e. to the 
present time moment 𝑡. The forecasted VTEC product is used as the background model 𝑉𝑇𝐸𝐶reg in the 

RT approach which creates the ∆VTEC values for the densification area, which are represented by Eq. 
(3.18), as shown at the right side of Fig. 5.9. The final real-time VTEC product is computed by summing 
up the estimated regional ∆𝑉𝑇𝐸𝐶 map with the background VTEC map 𝑉𝑇𝐸𝐶reg derived from the 

forecast model as illustrated at the bottom-left of the figure. 
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Figure 5.9: Overall procedure to compute the high-resolution regional VTEC maps in real-time. The ex-
ampled follows the strategy introduced in the Figs. 3.6 and 4.1. 
 

5.5 Example of NABS solution in RT 

Figure 5.10 shows examples of snapshot maps for a test period covering the April 2nd, 2017. The three 
rows in the figure present solutions derived at different times, namely, at 10:00, 12:00 and 14:00 UTC. 
In the first column the VTEC maps derived from the forecast model are depicted. The second column 
represents the ∆𝑉𝑇𝐸Creg maps derived from the estimated NABS series coefficients. The last column 

shows the total VTEC signal which is computed by summing up the forecast model results with the 

estimated values  ∆𝑉𝑇𝐸𝐶̂  according to Eq. (3.23). The validation of the computed regional VTEC maps 
in RT for the test period will be performed in the next section.  
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(b) 

 

(c) 

 
Figure 5.10: Exemplified VTEC solutions calculated according to the RT concept shown in Fig. 5.9 during 

ionospheric active times for Europe at 10:00 UTC (a), 12:00 UTC (b) and 14:00 UTC (c). The left column 

shows the VTEC maps derived from the forecast model using Eq. (3.21). The mid column represents the 

estimated ∆𝑽𝑻𝑬𝑪 solutions according to Eq. (3.18) and the right column composes the total VTEC maps. 
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6. Validation and verification of ionospheric model results 

Introduction 

To assess the quality of the VTEC products computed by the described approach, a validation method 
using the carrier phase observations has been performed. Additionally, a method based on the Jason-
2 altimetry VTEC observations was carried out. However, the number of altimetry tracks passing 
through the area of investigation is very small for a reliable evaluation. Therefore, the validation of the 
VTEC solutions with altimetry observations has not been considered within AUDITOR. 

As assessment criterion, we use statistical values, namely the mean value of the residuals and the 
standard deviation to evaluate variations of the VTEC products with respect to the reference values 
derived from the self-consistency analysis (SCA), i.e. the so-called dSTEC analysis. In the following, dif-
ferent ionospheric products provided by the IAACs are considered.  

6.1 Self-consistency analysis (dSTEC analysis) 

The self-consistency analysis is based on the comparison of STEC values computed from GPS measure-
ments 𝐿𝑟,𝐼

𝑠  derived from the geometry-free linear combination of carrier-phase according to Eq. (2.2) 

along a continuous arc and the corresponding STEC values computed from the estimated VTEC maps. 
Several research groups have provided GNSS-based solutions regarding the STEC modelling with ap-
propriate approaches for quality assessment; see e.g. Orus et al., (2007), Rovira-Garcia et al., (2015), 
Li et al., (2015) or Brunini et al., (2011). 

 

 

Figure 6.1: Analysis of the 𝑑𝑆𝑇𝐸𝐶obs,𝑘 values from a continuous arc by subtracting a reference obser-
vation. 

To be more specific, the group of observations sharing  one common ambiguity bias value refers to 
one arc. On the one hand, differential STEC values, namely 𝑑𝑆𝑇𝐸𝐶obs,𝑘 can be obtained from the 

𝐿𝑟,𝐼
𝑠 (𝑡𝑘) = : 𝐿𝐼(𝑡𝑘) measurements at an observation epoch 𝑡𝑘 of one specific arc (see Fig. 6.1) and on 

the other hand 𝑑𝑆𝑇𝐸𝐶map,𝑘 derived from the estimated VTEC maps by multiplying the VTEC values 

with the corresponding mapping function 𝑚(𝑧) defined in Eq. (1.5).  The resulting test value 𝑑𝑆𝑇E𝐶𝑘 
for assessing the quality of the products with an accuracy of 0.1 TECU can then be obtained by 

𝑑𝑆𝑇𝐸𝐶𝑘 = 𝑑𝑆𝑇𝐸𝐶obs,𝑘 − 𝑑𝑆𝑇𝐸𝐶map,𝑘 ,                                                  (6.1)  

see e.g. Orus et al., (2007) and Feltens et al., (2011). 

6.2 Validation results 

In the analysis, the VTEC products used for the validation are labelled again as `codg´, `jplg´, `esag´ and 
`upcg´, which are provided by the individual IAACs, namely CODE, JPL, ESA and UPC. In this sense, the 
labels `regNABSrt´ and `regUBSrt´ refer to the estimated VTEC maps of our RT solution using the NABS 
and the UBS approach, respectively.  Furthermore, the solution based on the forecast model is labelled 
as `fcUBS´. 
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The geographical locations and the identifiers of the receiver stations selected for the evaluation are 
shown in Fig 6.2. The receivers are chosen within Europe, i.e. the densification area. As an exemplified 
analysis, the mean and the standard deviation of the dSTEC variations are computed using the data 
from the selected stations. The test receivers are chosen carefully around the target area to reveal the 
VTEC model accuracy characterized by varying the VTEC activity. 

 

Figure 6.2: European receiver stations used for the dSTEC analysis within the AUDITOR project.  

The mean values and the standard deviations of hourly dSTEC variations computed from the data of 
the observation site ̀ YEBE´ are presented in Fig. 6.3. The numbers written in parentheses in the legend 
show the average values of the corresponding statistical measures for the entire day. At the `YEBE´ 
station, the average mean deviations of our RT solutions are 0.09 and 0.12 TECU for the NABS and UBS 
approaches, respectively, and the average standard deviations for the entire day are 0.36 and 0.34 
TECU which are in close agreement with the average standard deviations of the analysis centres rang-
ing from 0.35 to 0.48 TECU. The average standard deviation of the forecast model results reaches to 
0.67 TECU and shows high variations during the day compared to the estimated products as it is ex-
pected that the forecast model is only providing rather smoothed VTEC solutions. 

 

Figure 6.3: Results of the statistical evaluation presenting the differences between the observed and 
the computed dSTEC values at the station `YEBE´ on April 2nd, 2017. 

 

In Fig. 6.4, as a summary of the statistical measures, the average mean values and the average standard 
deviations are presented for each of the four receiver stations shown in Fig. 6.2 for the entire test 
period. The dSTEC error for the observation site `NOT1´ shows a larger deviation for all VTEC products 
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in terms of mean value and standard deviation. This might be due to a poor coverage of observations 
that are acquired from the limited number of receivers located at the Southern EUROPE.  

In Fig. 6.4 the values in parentheses in the legend show overall average values computed from all four 
receivers. The results of our RT solutions in Fig. 6.4 have an overall average bias of 0.02 TECU for the 
NABS approach and 0.05 TECU for the UBS approach whereas the biases with respect to the other 
VTEC products vary between -0.02 and 0.15 TECU. The overall average standard deviations range from 
0.33 to 0.45 among the solutions of the IAACs; our solutions exhibit 0.42 and 0.43 TECU for the NABS 
and UBS approaches. The validation analysis reveals that the presented approach is compatible with 
that of the final products of the analysis centres. 

A closer look to Fig. 6.4 reveals that the NABS solution shows smaller biases at the stations `NOT1´ and 
`YEBE compared to those of the UBS solution. The NABS approach also shows smaller standard devia-
tions at the receiver stations `NOT1´ and `BOGI´. At the stations `WTZZ´ and `BOGI´, the standard devi-
ations are almost identical for both the NABS and UBS solutions 

Moreover, both the NABS and the UBS solutions bring considerable corrections to the results of the 
forecast model which provides a background solution for the RT approach. 

 

 
Figure 6.4: Results of the statistical evaluations presenting the differences between the observed and 
computed dSTEC values 
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7. Barcelona Ionospheric Mapping (BIM) function  

Introduction 

Ionospheric delay corrections are significant for precision agriculture users to increase the ambiguity 
resolution (AR) success rate and reduce the convergence time by means of WARTK. When the distances 
among the reference stations increase, the AR success rate decreases due to the poor spatial depend-
ence of atmospheric delay. Traditionally, standard mapping function based on the assumption of single 
layer at one fixed height (Schaer 1999) neglects the variation of ionospheric electron density, which 
can lead to large mapping errors for the measurements with low elevation; see e.g. Eq. (1.5). If more 
accurate STEC information could be provided, the AR success rate of WARTK would be improved. 
Therefore, a new mapping – the Barcelona Ionospheric Mapping (BIM) – function for northern mid-
latitudes (BIM-nml) has been proposed, which is more realistic as compared to the traditional ap-
proach (1.5) while it is still simple-to-use for GNSS users. 

7.1 Two-layer assumption 

Assuming the ionosphere is divided vertically into two homogeneous layers, cf. the mid panel of Fig. 
1.2. The first ionosphere layer is placed between altitudes of 110 km and 790 km with a central height 
of 450 km, and the second layer is defined from 790 km to 1470 km altitude with a central height value 
of 1130 km. We define two ratio values 𝜇1 and 𝜇2 as 

𝜇1 =
𝑁1

𝑁1 +𝑁2
=

𝑃1
𝑃1 + 𝑃2

=
𝑃1
𝑉
                                                        (7. 1a) 

𝜇2 =
𝑁2

𝑁1 +𝑁2
=

𝑃2
𝑃1 + 𝑃2

=
𝑃2
𝑉
                                                       (7. 1b) 

 

where 𝑁1  and  𝑁2 = 𝑁 −𝑁1 are the mean electron densities for the corresponding layers. Further-
more, 𝜇1 and 𝜇2 can be considered as the shape functions defined for radio occultation inversion (see 
e.g. Hernández-Pajares et al., 2000) of the bottom side layer and the topside layer only, respectively, 
i.e. the relative ratio of the mean electron density, 𝑁1 and 𝑁2, respectively. So, these ratios are also 
equivalent to the vertical partial electron contents for the first and second layer, as both layers have 
equal thicknesses. 𝑉 is VTEC for the entire ionosphere; 𝑃1 and 𝑃2 are the partial vertical electron con-
tents for the first and second layer, respectively. 

7.2 BIM modelling based on 𝝁𝟐 

For IPPs which latitudes are between 30° N and 60° N, 𝜇2 is expressed as the function of 𝑡𝑑 and 𝑡ℎ, 
where 𝑡𝑑  means the number of days from the modified Julian day 50965 (this date is DOY 152 of 1998) 
and 𝑡ℎ means the IPP’s local hours. Specifically, 𝜇2 is modelled as a 4th order polynomial of local hours, 
and the corresponding time series including the polynomial coefficients are represented as a function 
of days from the modified Julian day 50965 as 

𝜇2(𝑡𝑑 , 𝑡ℎ ) = 𝑎0(𝑡𝑑) + 𝑎1(𝑡𝑑) 𝑡ℎ + 𝑎2(𝑡𝑑) 𝑡ℎ
2 + 𝑎3(𝑡𝑑) 𝑡ℎ

3 + 𝑎4(𝑡𝑑) 𝑡ℎ
4                          

=∑𝑎𝑖(𝑡𝑑) 𝑡ℎ
𝑖

4

𝑖=0

                                                                                               (7. 2) 

where 𝑡ℎ is the local hour for the related day of the IPP and 𝑡𝑑 is defined as  𝑡𝑑  = mjd - 50965. The 

polynomial coefficients  𝑎𝑖  with 𝑖 = 0,1,⋯ ,4 are combined as 

𝑎𝑖(𝑡𝑑) = 𝐶𝑖
(0)
+ ∑ (𝐶𝑖

(2𝑘−1)
sin (2𝜋

𝑡𝑑

𝑇𝑖
(𝑘)
) + 𝐶𝑖

(2𝑘)
cos(2𝜋

𝑡𝑑

𝑇𝑖
(𝑘)
))

𝑛𝑇𝑎𝑖

𝑘=1

                        (7. 3) 
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where 

𝐶𝑖
(0)

: constant term, 

𝐶𝑖
(2𝑘−1)

: coefficients of sine terms, 

𝐶𝑖
(2𝑘)

: coefficients of cosine terms, 

𝑇𝑖
(𝑘)

: the kth period of the polynomial coefficient 𝑎𝑖, 

𝑛𝑇𝑎𝑖
: number of dominant periods of 𝑎𝑖.  

With the estimated coefficients it is possible to project STEC to VTEC values by means of the BIM func-

tion, i.e.                                   

𝑆𝑇𝐸𝐶 = (1 − 𝜇2
𝑖𝑝𝑝1

) 𝑀𝑖𝑝𝑝1 𝑉𝑖𝑝𝑝1 + 𝜇2
𝑖𝑝𝑝2

𝑀𝑖𝑝𝑝2 𝑉𝑖𝑝𝑝2  ,                               (7.3)  

where 𝑉𝑖𝑝𝑝1 and 𝑉𝑖𝑝𝑝2 are the VTEC values related to the IPPs IPP1 and IPP2, respectively; see Fig. 7.1. 

Furthermore, 𝑀𝑖𝑝𝑝1 and 𝑀𝑖𝑝𝑝2 are the values of the standard mapping function 𝑚(𝑧) from Eq. (1.5), 
evaluated at the two IPPs IPP1 and IPP2 with the corresponding height values 𝐻1 = 450 km and 𝐻2 =
1130 km, respectively; see Fig. 7.1.  

The values 𝜇2
𝑖𝑝𝑝1

 and 𝜇2
𝑖𝑝𝑝2

 are the 2  ratio values (7.1b) calculated at IPP1 and IPP2. 

 

7.3 Validation of the BIM-dSTEC assessment 

According to the previous research, the GPS ionospheric carrier phase difference 𝐿𝑟,𝐼
𝑠 , for a given sat-

ellite-receiver pair, regarding to the value corresponding to the highest elevation ray in the phase-
continuous arc of data (see Fig. 6.1), provides a very precise ionospheric truth of the STEC referred to 
the value at maximum elevation, dSTEC, in space and time (typically more accurate than 0.1 TECU, see 
for instance Orús et al., 2005, Feltens et al., 2011). It has been used to compare the performances of 
different ionospheric models in the IGS context (Hernández-Pajares et al., 2016, 2017). In addition, the 
dSTEC observable (6.1) is very sensitive to changes of the elevation. So it is a good ionospheric refer-
ence truth for the assessment of the mapping function. 

 

 

Figure 7.1: The diagram of BIM; IPP1 and IPP2 are the ionospheric pierce points along the ray path at 
the height values of the two layers.    
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In order to evaluate the performance of the BIM, the dSTEC data in the whole year 2014 from all avail-
able IGS stations which are not used for the generation of UQRG1 GIMs in the study region has been 
selected. There are 14 available stations in the range between 30° N and 60° N where, however, only 
8 of them – marked in black in Figure 7.2 – have enough data for statistical investigations.  

 

Figure 7.2: IGS stations which are not used for the generation of the UQRG GIM in 2014 for external 
assessment of the BIM performance. The stations in blue were not used for statistical investigations 
due to very limited data for only a few available days. 

By taking the station orid as an example, it is obvious that the RMS value of the dSTEC residual error 
with the BIM (7.3) is smaller than that computed with the standard mapping function (1.5), particularly 
for the signals with low elevations. Specifically, from DOY 16 to DOY 30, the RMS of dSTEC has been 
reduced by approximately 0.5 to nearly 1.0 TECU. The results for the 234-day analysis in 2014 indicate 
that the BIM performs better than the standard mapping function over 210 days (more than 90%) in 
terms of RMS. As for 8 IGS stations statistical investigations can be performed, the BIM performs well 
for 6 stations, except the stations `algo´ and `stjo`, which might be affected by the high magnetic lati-
tude. The number of days where the dSTEC RMS values are decreased accounts for more than 70% of 
the available days in 2014. Meanwhile, the CODG GIM and the JPLG GIM are also used for assessment. 
As shown before the BIM improves dSTEC using JPLG GIM as well dominantly for all the 14 available 
stations, reinforcing the physical consistency of the BIM, regardless of the UPC-TOMION model used 
originally to compute it. 

As already mentioned at the end of Subsection 2.4 the BIM function is applied in our procedure as 

shown in the Figs. 3.6 and 4.1 for projecting the estimation  𝑉𝑇𝐸�̂� reg computed at the IPPs IPP1 and 

IPP2 (see Fig. 7.1) via the relation 

𝑆𝑇𝐸𝐶 = (1 − 𝜇2
𝑖𝑝𝑝1

) 𝑀𝑖𝑝𝑝1 𝑉𝑇𝐸�̂�reg
𝑖𝑝𝑝1

+ 𝜇2
𝑖𝑝𝑝2

 𝑀𝑖𝑝𝑝2 𝑉𝑇𝐸�̂�reg
𝑖𝑝𝑝2

 
                         (7.4) 

into the STEC value between the satellite and the receiver. This value will be used to correct the iono-
spheric delay and to reduce the convergence time in precision agriculture. However, we have to state 
that at the border lines of the region of investigation, i.e. the densification area we have to distinguish 
between the high-resolution VTEC values 𝑉𝑇𝐸𝐶reg within the area and the low-resolution VTEC values 

𝑉𝑇𝐸𝐶glob outside the area. These circumstances can be seen in Fig. 5.9.  

  

                                                           

1   The UQRG-labelled Global Ionospheric Maps correspond to UPC-IonSAT 15-minute resolution GIMs at 5°/2.5° resolution in 
longitude/latitude. These GIMs are generated with a 1-day latency and, for their computation, the 2-layer voxel tomo-
graphic model is used as well as the Kriging interpolation technique; see Hernández-Pajares et al. (2017)  
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8. Conclusions 

In this deliverable we presented a procedure to calculate high-precision and high-resolution VTEC 
maps from NRT and RT GNSS observations based on B-spline series expansions as an alternative of the 
traditional VTEC modelling approach based on spherical harmonics. The basic steps of the procedure 
are explained in detail in this report and visualized within the two flowcharts shown in the Figs. 3.6 
and 4.1. Basically the procedure consists of a global low-frequency part and a high-resolution model 
part applied to areas of interest, such as regions used for precision farming. As study area we used in 
this deliverable an area covering the largest part of Europe. It has to be stated that this choice became 
necessary since our global model reflects a spectral range up to a resolution level which corresponds 
to a degree of around 15 in case of a spherical harmonic representation. If our global model covers a 
spectral range, e.g., until degree 20 or 30, the regional area of investigations could become much 
smaller. As indicated in the Subsection 3.3 by means of the Eqs. (3.15) and (3.16) the highest resolution 
level of our global approach depends on the distribution of the input data, i.e. the average values of 
the sampling intervals between the geographical locations of the IPPs related to the GNSS measure-
ments; see Fig. 3.4.  

Kalman filter procedures are used to estimate the unknown parameters for both the global model and 
the regional densification model part. A forecasting became necessary to bridge the gap between the 
NRT global GNSS input data and the regional RT input data. The estimation procedures also allow the 
computation of all error or standard deviation maps related to the VTEC products.                

To use the estimated VTEC information, e.g. in precision agriculture, it must be transferred to the user. 
It was already stated in the deliverable D4.1 of the AUDITOR project that there are basically two op-
tions for setting up a message based on our B-spline modelling approach, namely providing  

(1) VTEC B-spline series coefficients or  

(2) VTEC grid values.  

As discussed in the Introduction we recommend the second option, since in this case no encoding 
procedure is necessary for computing the regional VTEC values from B-spline series coefficients. This 
procedure is especially in case of the NABS functions not an easy task. In case of option (2) just a simple 
interpolation procedure has to be applied to compute the high-precision VTEC value at any arbitrary 
geographical location at any specific time.  

For the application of the developed approach the creation and implementation of an appropriate 
message based on the VTEC grid values is necessary. This way, the information could be provided via 
the iBOGART cloud server to the receiver, i.e. to the user.   

However, the development of such a message was not part of WP 4 within the AUDITOR project.  
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